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Foreword
As a form of economic organization, the cooperative has been around for
over two centuries. Today, it has been widely adopted within all major
cultures and in virtually every country; the United Nations estimates that
it helps approximately one half of the world’s population meet at least
one important need. People involved with cooperatives have engaged in
lengthy and often fascinating discussions over their potential economic
contributions, their underlying values and principles, and their operating
practices and distinctive qualities. Because of these discussions, as well as
the wide diversities in types of cooperatives and the varied contexts within
which they exist, cooperatives can appear to be opaque – the great size of
the movement unclear – in the popular mind.
Cooperatives and their movements have, in fact, not generally commanded the interest and respect they deserve. They are rarely discussed
in general public discourse, even in places and in relation to issues where
they could be particularly useful. They are almost entirely ignored in most
academic circles, including those in countries where their contributions are
obviously significant. They are typically undervalued in the development
of public policy, though governments in different times, places, and situations have often found them useful. They have been frequently subjected to
questionable, uninformed critiques and, even more seriously, marginalized
and trivialized by pundits and advocates for capitalist firms. They have often
been taken for granted or co-opted in countries where the state plays aggressive and domineering economic roles.
In contrast to this rather dismal and frustrating situation, this book
presents a thoughtful and exciting consideration of the roles cooperatives
can play – and should be expected to play – today. From among the many
important dimensions that characterize the movement, five are arguably
of particular importance. The first is the context within which it is cast.
The book begins with a discussion of some of the current major issues
confronting the world today and not with an ‘internalist’ discussion about
cooperatives. It provides a strong and stimulating discussion of the financial breakdown of recent years. It examines what the authors consider are
the key economic ‘traps’ of our times – in consumption practice, liquidity
capacities, and debt accumulation. This discussion then becomes the context within which the cooperative model and options are then considered.
In other words, the authors’ fundamental purpose is to discuss – realistically
and precisely – how and why cooperatives should be seen as important players
in the international economy today and not just as mere ‘add-ons’ when ‘real
business’ for whatever reason is not fully effective. The authors do not fall
x
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into the trap, all too often evident among writers interested in cooperatives,
of being satisfied with presenting pious declarations of the value of cooperation. The book is based on a well informed and carefully argued examination
of the current global situation; an examination that in turn makes what they
have to say about cooperatives particularly acute and useful.
At the same time, though, the second most obviously important feature of
the book is the way in which the authors take seriously the underlying values and principles on which the cooperative movement and its institutions
rest. They understand the fundamental importance of that exercise; they
realize that the values and principles are central to cooperatives – they are
not just inherited window dressing or a pursuit of market advantage in the
age when ‘social’ business is fashionable. Ultimately, they are what makes
the cooperative model particularly relevant in the modern era.
Third, the book provides a stimulating discussion of the importance of
control over the economy. It describes the ways in which the current financial systems and short-term benefits for the few have shifted control, even in
capitalist firms and within the global economy. It shows how that shift has
distorted the ‘real value’ of what people produce and consume. This consideration leads invariably to a debate of the importance of ‘control’ within
cooperatives. The very structure of the cooperative enterprise, which strives
for forms of economic democracy, does provide a bed-rock for lodging control in the hands of key stakeholders, normally the consuming or producing
members. Maintaining and refining that control, however, will always be a
challenge, even in an age of expanding communication possibilities. It is a
challenge that cooperators and cooperative organizations need to address
constantly and more deeply. It is also a dimension of cooperation that the
outside world needs to appreciate more fully.
Fourth, the book provides case studies of quite different types of cooperative organizations in four widely divergent circumstances in Mexico, France,
Spain, and Québec. These cases demonstrate the variety of cooperative
enterprise. They show differences in approaches, the importance of cultural
and local circumstances, and the versatility of cooperative entrepreneurship.
They provide much fruit for thought: they are about organizations responding to, and coping with, some of the most important economic and social
changes of the times. They show why we need more such research, more
inquiry in what might be called Cooperative Studies.
Finally, the book is particularly interesting because it addresses the ‘big
picture’. It looks at the commanding heights of economic and social change
and not just at local accomplishments and victories. This is a refreshing, relatively uncommon, exception in the intensive literature of the cooperative
movement. There is always a danger in cooperative writing and in the field
of Cooperative Studies to be fascinated with the beginnings of cooperatives,
with the successes achieved by small bands of people coping with adversity
or seizing opportunities they individually could not grasp; with what one
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might call the ‘Romance of Cooperation’. There is frequently a tendency,
within and without the movement, to be suspicious of large organizations,
with co-ops that become prominently and powerfully involved in the large
economy.
This book is an imaginative and thoughtfully constructed exception to
such trends. It dares to postulate the possible centrality of cooperative enterprise today and in the future. It joins with some other recent scholarship in
exploring in a rigorous and tough-minded way what the current situation
is and suggesting why and how the cooperative model is so important. It
deserves to be widely read and discussed within and across the boundaries
that have long divided cooperative proponents and the general public. It
is an important opening statement, hopefully the first of many that will
deepen celebrations of the United Nations Year of Cooperatives in 2012. It
raises many of the issues that need to be discussed more fully; it provides
a particularly useful framework within which those discussions can take
place.
IAN MACPHERSON
Emeritus Professor of History
University of Victoria
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
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Introduction

What is happening to the global economy? How do we understand the global
financial and economic crisis that was still wreaking havoc in the real economy
in 2011? Even though we shall probably be discussing it for decades to come,
the first explanations coming to mind are the ‘sub-prime’ housing mortgage
crisis in the USA and financial firms that stopped lending to each other.
Following the fall of Lehman Brothers, the fourth biggest US bank, in
September 2008, global panic flared up, spreading the crisis beyond the
USA. To save the overall system, governments intervened generously, inflating state deficits along the way. While the financial system was saved, the
real economy, firms, households and individuals, began to suffer the consequences of the credit crunch. Eventually, many nation-states have had to
undergo a monetarist cure, restricting expenses and public services.
To most people, the crisis came as a surprise, as it had become commonplace to say that a new economy was in the making. A new order of things
was to relegate economic cycles to the past. This new economy, highly
financialized, thrived on structural state reforms, characterized by deregulation, privatization and liberalization policies, while the state rolled back its
regulatory powers. Government became small while many key private economic entities, financial institutions and transnational companies (TNCs)
in particular, became larger and larger. These policies were framed as part of
‘neo-liberalism’ or the ‘Washington consensus’. Financial and economic globalization ensued, building highly interconnected global chains of finance,
production and distribution. A ‘lock in’ of national reforms was expected,
protecting states from ideological cleavages and political pressure. A ‘free
market’ could finally evolve into an upbeat, unilinear and steady trend that
would trickle down benefits over time.
In stark contrast, in September 2008, we were faced with an almost instantaneous collapse of financial and economic activity. Many crises in various
countries and continents had occurred before but, this time, the highly
interlinked globalized economy was overwhelmed in its entirety.
1
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Raging debates about responsibility, guilt and punishment were unleashed.
Who was responsible for the crisis? Were markets insufficiently regulated,
driven towards speculation, including over-the-counter practices and handsome rewards? Was it because of individuals who took advantage of easy
credit thanks to lax government policy? States allowing a high dispersion
of regulators that lost their oversight capacity? Or perhaps, was it only the
consequence of a few traders’ greed? What was the recipe for disaster? The
prevalent idea seems to be that banks are the ones to be restrained, while all
actors should be ‘moralized’.
In this book we explore the causes of this global crisis, delving into deeper
layers of analysis (three mechanisms building traps and a shift in control
patterns as the deepest cause), linking together the macro and the micro
levels, the financial institutions and the real economy. Second, we bring forward inspirational elements drawn from the concrete experience of cooperatives and their resilience during the crisis, in the quest for solutions aimed at
both preventing future crises and at creating general wealth.
Even though the whole world suffered the consequences of the financial
and economic turmoil, this book centres attention on North America and
Europe, as these two regions have been at the core of the crisis. Concerning
developing and emerging countries, China receives special attention, given
its key position in the world economy.
We will first review the timing of the crisis and its still lasting consequences, the extent of wealth destruction in its widest sense, the main issues
addressed so far and the incipient strategies for recovery (Chapter 1).
We will then examine the various theoretical explanations that have been
formulated on the crisis. While each explanation offers part of the truth,
we propose a focus on three key mechanisms in the build-up of the crisis:
a consumption trap, a liquidity trap and a debt trap (Chapter 2). These will
help us analyse the in-depth causes of the crisis. From different standpoints,
we have observed a pattern of debt practices that have led to an unsustainable financial and economic system. Debt practices have linked the financial
and real economy together, and are an integral part of a financialized type
of capitalism that appears to endanger capital and long-term wealth generation, as they lack a system of checks and balances. Of the three traps, the
debt trap thus emerges as the most fundamental.
At an even deeper level, ongoing changes in the roles of producer, consumer
and investor reflect an ongoing shift of boundaries between ownership and
control in economic entities, together with the strengthening of global chains
of production, distribution and finance (Chapter 3). The issue of control,
conceptually distinguished from ownership, can then be connected to debt
leveraged onto households and firms, linking the crisis, which is commonly
regarded as a macro issue, to economic entities at the micro/meso-level.
We argue that the present complexity and interconnectedness of the
global economy calls for new organizational patterns to ensure appropriate
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representation, transparency, timely information and trustworthy behaviour. Systemic risk is not only due to the fact that some economic entities
may have become excessively large but also to the difficulty of setting limits
to them, or providing opposing best practices, given that those same large
entities are directly taking part in co-regulation with governments.
The extent of involvement and responsibility of very large economic entities has led to calls for a change in values: this is definitely very important,
but such calls need to be translated into institutionalized practice, otherwise
they will remain evanescent. Consequently, we need to rethink the organization of economic entities (banks, firms, etc.) and this global crisis may be a
golden opportunity to do so. But where do we find the necessary inspiration?
Amongst the many calls for reform, we hear a great deal about individual
incentives and the ‘too big to fail’ debate. The discussion on control mechanisms against deviant behaviour tends to focus on the efficiency of external
control and a change of incentives inside the firms, but ignores the key issue
of institutional control mechanisms with proper checks and balances.
Among the diverse actors engaged in the economy, we observe that cooperatives, which are characterized by a specific type of control with checks and
balances, have been surprisingly resilient to the crisis. In the second part of the
book, we will bring to the fore their experience, by first drawing a general picture of their presence in the economy and society, their reactions and practices
during the crisis, their underlying rationality, and their evolution from a political economy standpoint (Chapter 4). Then, in Chapters 5 to 8, we will visit
four case studies, providing diversity in terms of sectors of the economy (financial services, industry, distribution, fisheries), size (from small and mediumsized enterprises [SMEs] to large business groups), history (from a few years to
over a century) and geographical coverage among the parts of the world that
are at the core of the crisis: Natividad in Mexico, Ceralep in France, Desjardins
in Canada and Mondragon in Spain. We will argue in which way cooperatives
can help us rethink the issue of control and steer clear of the debt trap.
More specifically, we will see that cooperatives offer a particularly interesting experience as they:
• are characterized by specific practices, including the systematic building
of financial reserves;
• cater for the needs of key and numerically important stakeholders (for
example, producers, consumers and users of services such as banking,
social services, housing and energy), while being owned and controlled
by these same stakeholders;
• always adopt a long-term perspective, do not delocalize, and have an
interest in both economic growth and wealth generation;
• and have information flows among the owners–controllers, which tend
to be more transparent and timely than those of average firms, providing
legitimacy to decision-making and implementation.
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In the final chapter, the book discusses which lessons from cooperatives may be useful in order to address the debt trap, in particular by reequilibrating control in economic entities. We argue that, although many
other measures will have to be carried out, this is a key part of the solution
and will grow in importance as time goes by.
We decided to co-author this book by drawing on the respective knowledge and experience of both of us: Claudia Sanchez Bajo as political economy
researcher and lecturer on globalization, regionalism, economic actors,
production and distribution chains, and cooperatives; Bruno Roelants as
specialist in development issues and engaged in the world of cooperatives
at the European and world level.
At the time of completing this book, at the end of 2010, it was not yet clear
whether this global crisis was receding or in a changing phase. Neoliberalminded policy makers, after having resorted to massive bail-outs and even
nationalisation of key large banks and firms, have returned to ‘business-asusual’, with their previous structural reform policies. The causes of the crisis
have not yet been sorted out. If we keep falling into the same traps, we may
be faced with a new crisis that could destabilize the global economic system
to the core, with grave political and social consequences. We argue that if
we want to change the present trajectory, we need to become aware of the
relationship between control and ownership, so as to to achieve the institutionalization of new values and practices that allow for a sustainable and
long-term creation of general wealth.
We invite the reader to observe that, although the book was completed
by the end of 2010, new events – some of them dramatic – are continuing
to unfold along the lines of what we had written.
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The Mother of All Crises?

Introduction
There is no doubt that we have been going through a grave global financialeconomic crisis, but is this the mother of all crises? Without pretending to
cover all aspects and leaving the explanations and analyses to Chapter 2, we
here present the facts, as well as the perceptions and reactions of some key
actors during the crisis up to the end of 2010. We are not, at this stage, making much reference to previous bubbles and crises, leaving the discussion for
the following chapter. We are taking an inductive approach, as a necessary
step before engaging in deeper layers of analysis.
When did it all start? For European Central Bank (ECB) President
Jean-Claude Trichet, the turmoil started in August 2007.1 For the Federal
Reserve Bank-St Louis (Fed-St Louis),2 it had begun on 27 February 2007
when Freddie Mac, in view of accounting changes, made the public
announcement that it would stop its sub-prime lending mortgages in
August 2007.3 This letter was probably one of the ‘butterflies’ leading to
the financial storm. In the next section, we review how the crisis began,
then we observe signs of mounting trouble at the global level and, finally,
we see how the global bubble burst.
Starting as a financial disaster, the crisis evolved into an economic one.
Financial assets were wiped out, but the real economy was wounded as well.
In the ‘wealth destruction’ section, we try to evaluate the scale of destruction
that has occurred in various ways, not only in financial terms. Private sector
credit contracted and had to confront the leverage of its debt obligations,
namely the debt relative to assets or income, leading to a drastic downturn.
Doubtless, the latter would have been far more dramatic without governmental intervention through rescue packages for banks and fiscal stimulus
packages. An in-depth modelling study by Moody’s chief economist Mark
Zandi and Alan Blinder at Princeton University affirmed that, in the United
States, these packages amounting to a total of $1.7 trillion had saved 8.5 million jobs and averted a further dip of 6.5 per cent in US economic output.4
5

